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Review of the work of the TCs
The TC Chairmen’s reports are attached to these minutes (pdf version only) and were
presented as follows:
TC12
TC15
TC20
TC26
TC31
TC32
TC38
TC39
TC43
TC44
TC45

1.1

Mr. Elzinga
Mr. van den Beld
Mr. Statt/Mr. Elzinga
Mr. van den Beld
Mr. Neumann/Mr. van den Beld
Mr. Elzinga
Mr. Fisher/Mr. Elzinga
Mr. van den Beld
Mr. van den Beld
Mr. van den Beld
Mrs. Valet-Harper

TC12 - Product safety
See report: TC12/06/029.
TC12 had its 120th meeting on the 26th of September in Berlin, conterminous with the
IEC/TC 108 Hazard Based Safety (HBS) meetings as usual. TC12 is still working on
Application Guidance to support the new HBS standard currently under development on the
basis of ECMA-287.
In their 120th meeting, TC12 mainly analysed a rack-cooling system with respect to its
hazards as a case for HBS guidance.
TC12 expect to finish their 1st edition of an overview presentation covering the main hazards
and related safeguards and an Application Guidance TR describing the process of
determining the safeguards using specific product examples, following their 121st meeting in
April 2007.

1.2

TC15 - Volume and File Structure
No meeting, no written report.
A verbal report was given by Mr. van den Beld. TC15 is not active at the moment, and this
has been the case for about 5 years already. The only event that has taken place was, that
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CC in advance of the December 2006 GA Meeting (this would include: scope only for this
project, non voting status in the other organization, acceptance of the IPR rules).
Problem: Ecma does not have observers. Maybe liaisons would be better, but that is also
not in the current practice. Invited experts can only participate in max. 3 meetings. It was
suggested that Ecma should have start liaisons type of activities (this not for the next GA
though). Rules for that should be developed. This could be included as new paragraph in the
Ecma Bylaws.
ECMA-341 – Eco Design and IEC/TC 108/PT62075
ECMA-341 is being transformed into IEC 62075. TC38 agreed that future editions of ECMA341 should be aligned and harmonised with IEC 62075, IEC 62430 (TC111) and TG2 energy
efficiency work.TC38 will start with the 3 rd edition in 2007 based on the IEC 62075 CDV. Mr.
Hermann (convenor and TC38 member) and Mr. Elzinga (Secretary) successfully integrated
over 600 comments into the final IEC 62075 CDV.
IEC/TC 108/PT62075
TC 108 formed a new WG Environment to cover eco design and energy related standards.
IEC 61903 CDV was stopped and MT2-9 work has been integrated. Mr. Hermann (convenor
and TC38 member) and Mr. Elzinga (Secretary) successfully integrated over 600 comments
into the final IEC 62075 CDV.
ECMA-328 (TG1) – Chemical Emissions
ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC 28 accepted Ecma/TC38 as a category A liaison, see GA/2006/075.
Unfortunately, the JTC 1 secretariat forgot to start the 1-month review in time. Therefore, the
5-month ballot on ISO/IEC DIS 28360 now closes on 4 February 2007.
TC38 agreed to draft a press message to be released with the DIS 28360 in Japanese and
English.
The TG1 convener, Mr. van Heinigen, presented a study from “Healthy Building” conference
June 2006 in Lisbon, which showed how semi-volatiles (SVOCs) evaporate from laser
printer and subsequently condensate into ultra-fine particles. Fine and ultra-fine particles
emissions will only be covered by ECMA-328 after scientific toxicological exposure limits
have been established.
A-Liaison with IEC/TC 111
TC 111 granted Ecma class A liaison in March 2006, TC38 presented an A-liaison report to
the TC 111 plenary in Redmond in June 2006 focussing on ECMA-328 and ECMA-370.

1.8

TC39 - Programming and Scripting languages
In the absence of a written report Mr. van den Beld gave a verbal report.
TC39 did not hold a plenary, but its TGs had separate meetings.
The Chairman, Mr. J. Marcey (now “Ex-Intel”) has stepped down and moved to the East
Coast. The CC expresses its warmest appreciations and thanks for the excellent chair
function. New Chair is Dr. J. Miller from Microsoft; the VC position is vacant.
All in all the level of activity is lower (except for TG5, TG4 and TG1).
TG1 is gearing up this moment. For June 2007 they will update ECMAScript. They are very
active at the moment. Most work is done by correspondence; one F2F meeting is expected.
The CC reminds TG1 that Accessibility aspects should not be forgotten in their work (e.g.
how to use ECMAScript to make websites suitable for accessibility, since there is a false
believe that ECMAScript is less suitable for that. It is more suspected that the reasons for
this lie in the actual implementation of the Browsers).
TG2 and TG3 have been dormant since C # and CLI were fast-tracked and approved.
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ISO/IEC JTC 1 disapproved the CLI DIS. The BRM was postponed to most likely 10-12 April
2007 in Oxford, UK, back to back with SC22 because most comments come from its WG21
experts. Mr. Hill, SC22 chair, will chair the Ballot Resolution Meeting.
TG4 (Eifel) works on the new edition of their standard. This will take about two more years.
We have a report from TG5 (TC39/2006/022).

1.9

TC43 - Universal 3D (U3D)
See report: TC43/06/027.
Verbal report was given by Mr. van den Beld. Meetings are only Conference Calls, it is a
small group, no F2F meeting. Not much visibility.
Unfortunately the current Chairman Mr. S. Deshmukh (Intel) will most likely resign and he
will not have the opportunity to continue working for TC43. From the current Ecma Members
only Boeing could take the chair, as unfortunately Adobe is not prepared to take it.
The group wants to add a few more, smaller additions to a new version of the standard. It is
a problem that a reference implementation for that is not yet available. It is unclear who
could implement that. Problem of fast-track in ISO still remains. It is clear that it should not
do be done in ISO/IEC JTC1 SC29. However, ISO TC184 might be interested to bring this
subject in the ISO Fast Track. In order to land that activity there, this week a presentation
was done there. There is a considerable interest in the subject, but whether the fast-track
can be performed there, we do not know yet. Also not yet known how to bring that work in
TC184. TC184 is known for excellent, but voluminous standards. Mr. van den Beld had
correspondence with the Chairman. Suggestion was made that the new envisaged parts
should also be included in the package going to TC184, rather than to bring the very same
package, that was refused by SC29 last May.
The question was brought up, why do we aim at an international standard? There was a fear
that seeking another fast track might bring some damage to Ecma’s reputation. A CC
Member suggested not to pursue it further, a second member seconded. Others gave their
support too. It is recommended by the CC not to push the fast-track of the U3D Standard
until a new TC43 management is in place. TC43 continues to consider an ISO/IEC standard
much better for their business than only an Ecma standard.

1.10

TC44 - Holographic Information Storage Systems (HISS)
See report: TC44/06/054.
Mr. van den Beld gave also a verbal report:
TC44 is chartered to maintain an overall view and strategy for standardization in the field of
holographic information systems, and to prepare Standards and Technical Reports in this
field (TC44-2004-004).
The 9th Meeting of TC44 was held in Zürich on July 20, 2006. Three standards are
technically finished. No further work is anticipated. Demos have been carried out. After the
Ecma GA the TC is expected to “go to sleep”. A 4th project “Card” is at the moment from the
technical point of view not realistic. So, that project has been cancelled. There is the
intention to go for fast-track to ISO JTC1 (SC23 has extended its scope to cover holographic
topics).
The TC44 finished work on three draft standards which are:
•

HVD-R - Capacity: 200 Gbytes

•

Case for 120 mm HVD-ROM disk

•

HVD-ROM - Capacity: 100 Gbytes
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